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linear relation holds between the mass and the Compton frequency, 
e.g., 1 meV corresponds approximately to 0.25 GHz. Experiments 
use diverse detection strategies to explore different mass regions 
with different sensitivities, which are typically compared with the 
theoretically interesting axion models, e.g., KSVZ and DFSZ. Null 
results exclude the search regions from the parameter space. Figure 3 
summarizes the exclusion limits on the axion-photon coupling set 
by individual experiments to date and projected sensitivities for 
major search methods. A recent review also discussed search meth-
ods for invisible axions and ALPs along with theoretical derivations 
of their experimental signatures (43), and a committee report pro-
vided a comprehensive overview of the experimental programs of 
direct searches for dark matter candidates (44).

HALOSCOPE SEARCHES
The axion haloscope was designed to scope microwave photon sig-
nals from the axions in our galactic halo, hence the name. The sig-
nal power can be enhanced by the resonance effect that occurs 
when the axion mass matches the natural frequency of the detec-
tion system. This technique has provided the most sensitive ap-
proach to testing the theoretical models in the microwave regime.

Cavity haloscopes
Microwave cavities have well-defined eigenmodes (resonant modes) 
determined by the cavity geometry. The cavity haloscope uses a 
microwave cavity resonator immersed in a strong magnetic field. 
When the frequency of the axion-induced photon matches the fre-
quency of the cavity eigenmode under consideration, the conversion 
power is resonantly enhanced by orders of magnitude given by the 
cavity quality factor Qc. The power deposited in the cavity due to the 
axion-photon conversion is given, using typical parameter values, by

    P  agg   = 5.0 × 1  0   −23  W   (      C  g   ─ 0.75   )     
2
  (      r  a   ─ 

0.45  GeV _ c m   3 
  
   )   (      n  a   ─ 1 GHz   )     (      B  0   ─ 10 T   )     

2

                     
  (     V ─ 30 liters   )   (     G ─ 0.5   )   (      Q  c   ─ 

1  0   5 
   )     (2)

where Cg is the model-dependent coupling coefficient with a value 
of −1.92 and 0.75 for the KSVZ and DFSZ model, respectively, ra is 
the mass density of dark matter axions as discussed in section 1 of the 
theory review, na is the axion Compton frequency, and B0 is the externally 
applied magnetic field. The geometrical factor G is a measure of the 
amplitude of axion-induced photon field coupled to the cavity mode.

The experimental sensitivity is determined by the signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR)
  SNR ≡    P  agg   ─ d  P  sys      (3)

where dPsys is described as fluctuations in system noise power, which 
is dictated by the Johnson-Nyquist formula, Psys = kBTsysDn, with 
the Boltzmann constant kB and the equivalent noise temperature 
Tsys. Since the axion mass is a priori unknown, all possible mass 
ranges need to be explored. A relevant figure of merit for experi-
mental design is the scanning rate, i.e., how fast one can scan a mass 
region with a given sensitivity. This quantity is obtained by plug-
ging Eq. 2 into Eq. 3 as

     dn ─ dt   = 1.2   GHz ─ year     (     5 ─ snr   )     
2
    (     0.15 K ─  T  sys     )     

2
    (      P  agg  ( B  0  , V, G,  Q  c  )  ─  

5.0 × 1  0   −23  W
   )     

2
  (     1  0   5  ─  Q  c     )     (4)

where snr is the target SNR value. Major R&D efforts are made to 
increase the scanning rate by maximizing   B 0  2  VG  Q  c    and minimizing 
Tsys. The up-to-date exclusion limits made by individual haloscope 
experiments, which will be described in detail in this section, and 
their projected sensitivities are shown in Fig. 4.

The first experimental search for axion dark matter was carried 
out by the RBF Collaboration using an SC solenoid magnet, a cop-
per cavity in a liquid helium reservoir and a transistor-based radio 
frequency (RF) amplifier. The sensitivity, however, was not high enough 
to reach the axion theory band. The system noise was reduced by a 
subsequent experiment at the UF to make the search more effective. 
The ADMX, established in 1990, designed a larger scale detector to 
explore new ways forward. Several critical improvements were in-
volved to increase the sensitivity to the theoretically interesting levels. 
These include the employment of an SC quantum interference 
device (SQUID) and/or a Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA) 
to reduce the electronic noise near to the quantum limit and the 

Fig. 2. Principle of axion detection. A classical strong magnetic field generates a 
sea of virtual photons with which axions interact to be converted to real photons. 
The corresponding Feynman diagram is also shown. The axion de Broglie wave-
length is much larger than the detector sizes, enabling coherent conversion within 
the detectors.

Fig. 3. Up-to-date experimental exclusion limits on the axion-photon cou-
pling versus axion mass. The projected sensitivities are represented by dashed 
lines. Two theoretical models are represented by the diagonal dashed lines with 
the uncertainty band in yellow. Major features of the individual experiments are 
described in the text. The acronyms of the experiments which are not discussed in 
the review include CROWS (CERN Resonant Weakly interacting sub-electron volt 
particle Search), PVLAS (Polarization of the Vacuum with Laser), HESS (High Energy 
Stereoscopic System), HB (horizontal branch) stars, MUSE (Multi Unit Spectroscopic 
Explorer) and VIMOS (Visible Multi-Object Spectrograph).
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delayed muon antineutrinos !nm—each with char-
acteristic energy and time distributions (fig. S2),
and all having a similar CEnNS cross section for a
given energy. During beam operation, approx-
imately 5 × 1020 protons-on-target (POT) are
delivered per day, each proton returning ~0.08
isotropically emitted neutrinos per flavor. An
attractive feature is the pulsed nature of the
emission: 60 Hz of ~1 ms–wide POT spills. This
allows us to isolate the steady-state environmental
backgrounds affecting a CEnNS detector from
the neutrino-induced signals, which should occur
within ~10-ms windows after POT triggers. Similar
time windows preceding the triggers can be
inspected to obtain information about the nature
and rate of steady-state backgrounds, which can
then be subtracted (31, 34). A facility-wide 60-Hz
trigger signal is provided by the SNS at all times.
As large as this neutrino yield may seem,

prompt neutrons escaping the iron and steel
shielding monolith surrounding the mercury
target (Fig. 2) would swamp a CEnNS detector
sited at the SNS instrument bay. Neutron-
induced nuclear recoils would largely dominate
over neutrino-induced recoils, making experi-
mentation impossible. This led to a systematic
investigation of prompt neutron fluxes within
the SNS facility (34). A basement corridor, now
dubbed the “neutrino alley,” was found to offer
locations with more than 12 m of additional
void-free neutron-moderating materials (concrete,
gravel) in the line of sight to the SNS target
monolith. An overburden of 8 m of water equiv-
alent (m.w.e.) provides an additional reduction
in backgrounds associated with cosmic rays. The
CsI[Na] CEnNS detector and shielding described
next were installed in the corridor location nearest
to the SNS target (Fig. 2).
The advantages of sodium-doped CsI as a

CEnNS detection material, its characterization
for this application, and background studies using
a 2-kg prototype are described in (31). Heavy
cesium and iodine nuclei provide large cross sec-
tions and nearly identical response to CEnNS
(Fig. 1B) while generating sufficient scintillation
for the detection of nuclear recoil energies down
to a few keV. We performed supplementary cal-
ibrations of the final 14.6-kg CsI[Na] crystal before
its installation at the SNS, as well as studies of
the scintillation response to nuclear recoils in
the relevant energy region (34). In addition to
these, an initial dedicated experiment was per-
formedat the chosendetector location,measuring
the very small flux of prompt neutrons able to
reach this position and constraining the max-
imum contribution from the neutrino-induced
neutron (NIN) background that can originate in
lead shielding surrounding the detector (Fig. 1B)
(34). The conclusion from this measurement was
that a CEnNS signal should largely dominate over
beam-related backgrounds. The level of steady-
state environmental backgrounds achieved in the
final crystal slightly improved on expectations
based on the prototype in (31), mostly because
of refinements in data analysis and the presence
of additional shielding. Further information about
the experimental setup is provided in (34).
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Fig. 1. Neutrino interactions. (A) Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering. For a
sufficiently small momentum exchange (q) during neutral-current neutrino scattering (qR < 1,
where R is the nuclear radius in natural units), a long-wavelength Z boson can probe the
entire nucleus and interact with it as a whole. An inconspicuous low-energy nuclear recoil is
the only observable. However, the probability of neutrino interaction increases substantially
with the square of the number of neutrons in the target nucleus. In scintillating materials, the
ensuing dense cascade of secondary recoils dissipates a fraction of its energy as detectable
light. (B) Total cross sections from CEnNS and some known neutrino couplings. Included
are neutrino-electron scattering, charged-current (CC) interaction with iodine, and inverse beta
decay (IBD). Because of their similar nuclear masses, cesium and iodine respond to CEnNS
almost identically. The present CEnNS measurement involves neutrino energies in the range
~16 to 53 MeV, with the lower bound defined by the lowest nuclear recoil energy measured
(fig. S9) and the upper bound by SNS neutrino emissions (fig. S2). The cross section for
neutrino-induced neutron (NIN) generation following 208Pb(ne, e

– xn) is also shown, for single
and double neutron production. This reaction, originating in lead shielding around the detectors,
can generate a potential beam-related background affecting CEnNS searches. The cross
section for CEnNS is more than two orders of magnitude larger than for IBD, the mechanism
used for neutrino discovery (35).

Fig. 2. COHERENTdetectors populating the “neutrino alley” at the SNS. Locations in this
basement corridor profit from more than 19 m of continuous shielding against beam-related neutrons
and a modest 8 m.w.e. overburden able to reduce cosmic ray–induced backgrounds, while sustaining an
instantaneous neutrino flux as high as 1.7 × 1011 nm cm

–2 s–1.
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Dark Matter - direct search

What is the Dark Matter made of?


• primordial black holes?


• μeV/c2 - eV/c2 axion-like particles?


• MeV/c2 - TeV/c2 WIMP-like particles?

2

Λ − CDM

Figure 3: Current status of searches for spin-independent elastic WIMP-nucleus scattering assuming the standard
parameters for an isothermal WIMP halo: ⇢0 = 0.3GeV/cm

3, v0 = 220 km/ s, vesc = 544 km/ s. Results
labelled "M" were obtained assuming the Migdal effect [131]. Results labelled "Surf" are from experiments
not operated underground. The ⌫-floor shown here for a Ge target is a discovery limit defined as the cross
section �d at which a given experiment has a 90% probability to detect a WIMP with a scattering cross sec-
tion � > �d at �3 sigma. It is computed using the assumptions and the methodology described in [151, 153],
however, it has been extended to very low DM mass range by assuming an unrealistic 1meV threshold below
0.8GeV/c

2. Shown are results from CDEX [155], CDMSLite [156], COSINE-100 [157], CRESST [158, 159],
DAMA/LIBRA [160] (contours from [161]), DAMIC [162], DarkSide-50 [163, 164], DEAP-3600 [144], EDEL-
WEISS [165,166], LUX [167,168], NEWS-G [169], PandaX-II [170], SuperCDMS [171], XENON100 [172] and
XENON1T [41, 173–175].

Bubble chambers filled with targets containing 19F have the highest sensitivity to spin-dependent
WIMP-proton couplings. The best limit to date is from PICO-60 using a 52 kg C3F8 target [176]. At
lower WIMP mass, between 2GeV/c

2 and 4GeV/c
2, the best constraints come from PICASSO (3.0 kg

of C4F10 [177]). CRESST used crystals containing lithium to probe spin-dependent DM-proton interac-
tions down to DM mass of ⇠800MeV/c

2 [178]. The strongest constraints on spin-dependent WIMP-
neutron scattering above ⇠3GeV/c

2 are placed by the LXe TPCs with the most sensitive result to-date
coming from XENON1T [41,179]. The results from the cryogenic bolometers (Super)CDMS [180,181]
and CRESST give the strongest constraints below ⇠3GeV/c

2. CDMSLite [182] uses the Neganov-
Trofimov-Luke effect to constrain spin-dependent WIMP-proton/neutron interactions down to m� =

1.5GeV/c
2 and CRESST-III [159] exploits the presence of the isotope 17O in the CaWO4 target to

constrain spin-dependent WIMP-neutron interactions for DM particle’s mass as low as 160MeV/c
2.

Exploiting the Migdal effect again significantly enhances the sensitivity of LXe TPCs to low-mass DM
with XENON1T providing the most stringent exclusion limits for both, spin-dependent WIMP-proton
and WIMP-neutron couplings between 80MeV/c

2
� 2GeV/c

2 and 90MeV/c
2
� 2GeV/c

2, respect-
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Figure 3: Nuclear recoil rate due to neutrino magnetic moment scattering. We
show the recoil rate o↵ a Germanium target (left) and CaWO4 target (right) due to a
flux of Chooz Reactor neutrinos for Standard Model CE⌫NS (solid black) as well as the
contribution for a range of values of the neutrino magnetic moment µ⌫ (solid color). The
shaded green regions show the Phase 1 and Phase 2 regions of interest (with thresholds
given in Tab. 1). The dashed brown line shows the background after rejection (see Fig. 1).

The cross section for nuclear scattering from the neutrino magnetic moment µ⌫ is given
by [71]:
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This is the charge-dipole interaction, which receives a coherence enhancement from the charge
of the nucleus Z2 but which does not interfere with the Standard Model CE⌫NS interaction.
We neglect dipole-dipole interactions, which are chirality-flipping [71] and therefore incoher-
ent. The resulting cross section is proportional to the nuclear magnetic moment µN and is
typically sub-dominant. In Fig. 3, we show the nuclear recoil rate for a Germanium target
(left) and a CaWO4 target (right), comparing the Standard Model CE⌫NS rate with that
expected for a range of values of the neutrino magnetic moment µ⌫ .

In Fig. 4, we show the projected constraints on the neutrino magnetic moment as a
function of the detector exposure. On the top row we show results for the Near Site (NS)
while on the bottom row we show results for the Very Near Site (VNS). The left and right
columns show Phase 1 and Phase 2 respectively (though we remind the reader than we fix
the payload mass to the Phase 1 mass and vary only the energy threshold in this case).

Even in Phase 1, the larger Ge, Zn and Si detectors will become competitive with
current constraints from COHERENT with just a few hours exposure, with CaWO4 and
Al2O3 detectors surpassing COHERENT on timescales of a few days. Reducing the energy
threshold of the detectors (moving from the left to the right column of Fig. 4) strengthens the
constraints by roughly a factor 2 at fixed exposure. The reason for this is clear from Fig. 3:
the neutrino magnetic moment produces a spectrum which rises rapidly as E�1

R towards lower
recoil energies meaning that lowering the energy threshold enhances the NMM contribution
relative to the standard CE⌫NS signal.

We note that for exposures around 102 days, the upper curves for Ge, Zn and Si begin
to flatten, as the experiments become dominated by systematic uncertainties on the back-
grounds. At larger exposures (> 103 days), the limits begin to strengthen more rapidly once
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Standard Model  (NSI, μν, sin2 θW, …)Figure 3: Nuclear recoil rate due to neutrino magnetic moment scattering. We

show the recoil rate o↵ a Germanium target (left) and CaWO4 target (right) due to a
flux of Chooz Reactor neutrinos for Standard Model CE⌫NS (solid black) as well as the
contribution for a range of values of the neutrino magnetic moment µ⌫ (solid color). The
shaded green regions show the Phase 1 and Phase 2 regions of interest (with thresholds
given in Tab. 1). The dashed brown line shows the background after rejection (see Fig. 1).
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This is the charge-dipole interaction, which receives a coherence enhancement from the charge
of the nucleus Z2 but which does not interfere with the Standard Model CE⌫NS interaction.
We neglect dipole-dipole interactions, which are chirality-flipping [71] and therefore incoher-
ent. The resulting cross section is proportional to the nuclear magnetic moment µN and is
typically sub-dominant. In Fig. 3, we show the nuclear recoil rate for a Germanium target
(left) and a CaWO4 target (right), comparing the Standard Model CE⌫NS rate with that
expected for a range of values of the neutrino magnetic moment µ⌫ .

In Fig. 4, we show the projected constraints on the neutrino magnetic moment as a
function of the detector exposure. On the top row we show results for the Near Site (NS)
while on the bottom row we show results for the Very Near Site (VNS). The left and right
columns show Phase 1 and Phase 2 respectively (though we remind the reader than we fix
the payload mass to the Phase 1 mass and vary only the energy threshold in this case).

Even in Phase 1, the larger Ge, Zn and Si detectors will become competitive with
current constraints from COHERENT with just a few hours exposure, with CaWO4 and
Al2O3 detectors surpassing COHERENT on timescales of a few days. Reducing the energy
threshold of the detectors (moving from the left to the right column of Fig. 4) strengthens the
constraints by roughly a factor 2 at fixed exposure. The reason for this is clear from Fig. 3:
the neutrino magnetic moment produces a spectrum which rises rapidly as E�1

R towards lower
recoil energies meaning that lowering the energy threshold enhances the NMM contribution
relative to the standard CE⌫NS signal.

We note that for exposures around 102 days, the upper curves for Ge, Zn and Si begin
to flatten, as the experiments become dominated by systematic uncertainties on the back-
grounds. At larger exposures (> 103 days), the limits begin to strengthen more rapidly once
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The current 15% precision on   
limits its application


Need to reach a few % precision or better

σCEνNSPredicted in 1977, first observed in 2017
COHERENT Coll., Science 357 (2017) 1123)
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Thermal phonon detection
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Figure11:ConstantvoltagebiasingofaTES(left).TemperaturedependenceoftheTESresistivity
atTc(right)

electricalleadsusedfortheread-out;nowadays,microelectronicplanartechnologiesandsilicon
micro-machiningareusedtosuspendthesensorsonthinsiliconnitridemembranesorthinsili-
conbeams.Thermistorsareread-outinaconstantcurrentbiasingconfigurationwhichallowsto
convertthethermalsignal∆Tinavoltagesignal∆V(Fig.10).Becauseoftheirhighimpedance,
thermistorsarebestmatchedtoJFETs.Semiconductorthermistorpresentfewdrawbacks.First
ofalltheirhighimpedancerequirestheJFETfrontendtobeplacedascloseaspossible–cen-
timeters–tothedevicestominimizemicrophonicnoise,andbandwidthlimitationsduetosignal
integrationonparasiticelectricalcapacitance.SincecommonlyusedsiliconJFETmustoperate
attemperaturesnotlowerthanabout110K,thisbecomesquicklyatechnicalchallengewhenin-
creasingthenumberofdetectors.Secondly,ithasbeenexperimentallyobservedthatconductivity
ofsemiconductorthermistorsdeviatesfromlinearityatlowtemperatures[74,75].Thedeviationis
understoodintermsofafinitethermalcouplingbetweenelectronsandphonons,whosesideeffect
istointrinsicallylimitthesignalrisetimestohundredsofmicrosecondsfortemperaturesbelow
0.1K.Semiconductorsarenowanestablishedandrobusttechnology,andarraysofmicrocalorime-
tersbasedonthesedeviceshavebeenwidelyusedforX-rayspectroscopy[60]achievingenergy
resolutionslowerthan5eVwithtinorHgTeabsorbers.

Superconductingtransitionedgesensors(TESs).TESarealsoresistivedevicesmadeoutofthin
filmsofsuperconductingmaterialswhoseresistivitychangessharplyfrom0toafinitevalueinavery
narrowtemperatureintervalaroundthecriticaltemperatureTc(Fig.11).Thesuperconducting
materialcanbeanelementalsuperconductor(suchastungstenoriridium),althoughitismoreoften
abilayermadeofanormalmetalandasuperconductor.Withbilayers,theTcofthesuperconductor
isreducedbytheproximityeffectandcanbecontrolledbyadjustingtherelativethicknessesof
thetwolayers.CommonmaterialcombinationsusedtofabricateTESbilayerwithaTcbetween
0.05and0.1KareMo/Au,Mo/Cu,Ti/AuorIr/Au.TESfabricationexploitsstandardthin
filmdepositiontechniques,photolithographicpatterning,andmicro-machining.Sensorscanbe
designedtohave,attheoperatingpoint,asensitivityAashighas1000andaresistanceusually
lessthan1Ω.ThemostcommonwaystoisolateTESmicrocalorimetersfromtheheatsinkare
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The CaWO4 crystals have transition temperatures < 21 mK.
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ü 18 CaWO4 crystals equipped with W-TES have been tested:              
sensitive TES has low transition temperature due to DT = DE/C(T)

Transition of W-TES

First 9 CaWO4 detector

5mm

More details by N. Schermer et al., NEUTRINO 2022 poster

W-TES

Superconducting thermometers (TES)

Pro:  record-low energy threshold ~ 20 eVLimitation: individual readout

Future experiments need kg target (~1000 crystals)  
challenging with this technology

 

5 mm

The NUCLEUS concept combines several cryogenic                  
detectors to a fiducial volume detector.
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Target crystals: 
Two 3x3 arrays with a 
total mass of 
6g (CaWO4) + 4g (Al2O3)

Inner veto: TES-instrumented holder 
to reject surface backgrounds and 
holder-related events 

Germanium outer veto
for active g/n background 
rejection

Si wafer 
+ W-TES

Holding plates 
with electrical & 
thermal contacts

Si mock-up

minimize the computing time and is then transformed back
to the time domain. The result is normalized so that it
reproduces the unfiltered pulse height at the pulse’s
maximum (see Fig. 6, left). The energy reconstruction
by the optimum filter agrees with that of the truncated
template fit on a 1% level in the linear region (up to 600 eV)
and deviates significantly above as expected due to a
different pulse shape caused by saturation (see Fig. 4,
inset). Below the truncation limit, a maximal deviation of
2.8% is observed which is considered as systematic error of
the energy calibration. The baseline energy resolution
after filtering is found to be σb ¼ ð3.74# 0.21Þ eV. This
compares to a value of ð6.42# 0.92Þ eV without
filtering, showing a clear improvement (see Fig. 6, right).
Accordingly, this effect reduces the energy threshold. This
improvement can be exploited using a data acquisition
system which continuously streams the detector output, so
that the pulse triggering can be done in postprocessing,
when signal and noise power spectra are known.
The functionality of such a software trigger based on the

optimum filter is illustrated in Fig. 7. A small artificial
pulse is superimposed on a randomly selected baseline
sample, drawn in the upper frame. The lower frame shows

the optimum filter output. The artificially added pulse
clearly is seen above a given threshold (dotted line), while
the random noise, which has a different pulse shape, is
suppressed.
In the following we discuss how the energy threshold

and the trigger efficiency can be determined in a direct way.
Generally speaking, the threshold on the output of the
optimum filter has to be chosen so as to be sensitive to the
smallest possible energy depositions, while at the same
time suppressing noise triggers sufficiently. Figure 8 (histo-
gram, right axis) shows the filter output of a set of pure
noise samples. In contrast to the determination of the
baseline noise (see above), the pulse position (in time) is
not fixed but the algorithm runs over the noise trace and
returns the maximal filter output. This explains the positive
average reconstructed energy. The bulk of the noise
samples has a reconstructed energy between 10 and
15 eV with a tail up to ∼19 eV. Most probably the latter
is due to small pulses on the noise samples which cannot by
identified by data-quality cuts selecting the noise samples.
This effect is enhanced due to the exponentially increasing
rate towards threshold in this calibration measurement. It is
reasonable to set the trigger threshold just above this
assumed noise population.
We choose a trigger threshold of 13.0 mV and validate

this choice by a study of the trigger efficiency as a function
of energy. Onto the set of baseline samples, template pulses
of various discrete pulse heights (from about 1 to 10 · σb)
are added. The energy-dependent trigger efficiency is the
fraction of the filtered artificial pulse samples which fall
above the threshold. Figure 8 (left axis) shows the results of
this procedure for the discrete pulse heights (crosses). The
resulting curve can be nicely fitted by the function
ptrigðEÞ ¼ 0.5 · ð1þ erf½ðE − EthÞ=ð

ffiffiffi
2

p
σthÞ', where erf is

the Gaussian error function [11]. The validity of the
threshold choice manifests itself as a vanishing trigger

OFM
=(3.74±0.21)eV

TTF
=(6.41±0.92)eV
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FIG. 6. Left: Pulse sample and optimum filter output in the time
domain. Right: Comparison of the baseline noise derived by the
TTF (black histogram) and the OFM (red dots). Gaussian fits to
the data are shown.
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FIG. 7. Demonstration of the optimum trigger. Upper plot: A
19.7 eV standard pulse is superimposed on a randomly chosen
noise sample (onset at sample 2000). Lower plot: Output of the
optimum filter applied to the sample. The pulse is clearly
triggered while noise contributions are suppressed sufficiently
below threshold, which is set at a pulse height of 13.0 mV
(see the text).

FIG. 8. Determination of the trigger threshold. Randomly
chosen noise samples are superimposed with template pulses
of different discrete energies (red crosses). The optimum trigger is
applied to these samples yielding the energy-dependent trigger
efficiency (left y axis). The data are fitted by an error function,
giving an energy threshold of Eth ¼ ð19.7# 0.1Þ eV for 50%
efficiency. The width σth ¼ ð3.82# 0.15Þ eV is in agreement
with the variance of the baseline noise. The reconstructed energy
of pure noise samples after filtering is shown in a histogram
(black, right y axis).

GRAM-SCALE CRYOGENIC CALORIMETERS FOR RARE- … PHYSICAL REVIEW D 96, 022009 (2017)

022009-5

R. Strauss, et al 
Phys. Rev. D 96, 
022009 (2017)

DM / ν

DM / ν

e.g. CRESST and NUCLEUS experiments
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Superconducting resonators - KIDs
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AC superconductivity

- Electrons bound into Cooper pairs (no dissipation)
- High quality factors (Q ~ 104 - 106)
- Inertia from the mass of pairs (kinetic inductance, Lk) Lk = me

2e2npairs

photon or 
phonon 

→Δnpairs ΔLk

superconductor under AC field  ⃗EAC

L

C

Z0Z0

2 
m

m

Kinetic Inductance Detector (KID):

- Superconductor at T < 200 mK

- Resonant circuit  (  )    

- Energy release → Cooper-pair breaking (  →  )

f0 = 1/ LC
ΔLk Δf0

LC resonator frequency response

Δf0

f0 f

V o
ut

 / 
V i

n

0

1

KIDs Invented by J. Zmuidzinas and his group at Caltech in 2003 for astrophysical applications
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Large mass: phonons and multiplexing
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Phonon mediation  
detect phonons created by nuclear recoils 

in a silicon dice

KID  (~ 2x2 mm2 x 50 nm, 0.5 μg)

DM / ν DM / ν

5 m
m

Silicon dice (0.3 g) 
at 10 mK out

kg mass: array of  Si-dices / KIDs  
 
 

unique feature of KIDs: multiplexed readout  
several KIDs coupled to the same feedline at different frequencies

f1 = 1
L1C1

f2 = 1
L2C2

fn = 1
LnCn

…

KID 1 KID 2 KID n
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Large number of targets: BULLKID
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1. carving of dices in a thick silicon wafer
bottom view

3”

5 mm

0.5 mm thick surface:
- holds the structure
- hosts the KIDs

4.5 mm deep grooves
- 5.5 mm pitch
- chemical etching

side/top view

2. lithography of multiplexed KID array 

KID array
- 60 nm aluminum film
- 60 KIDs lithography

top view

Design and assembly
- 3D-printed Cu holder
- Aluminum case

3. assembly

60 dices 0.3 g each
 1 readout line

✓ 60 detectors in 1
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Preliminary 
results 
μ = − 0.004 ± 0.020

σ = 1.14 ± 0.02

KID !0  
[mrad]

!0  
[eV]

15 3.4±0.1 25.0±1.2
33 1.78±0.03 22.9±0.8
34 1.14±0.02 25.4±0.5
36 1.02±0.01 23.8±0.7
37 1.03±0.01 23.7±0.7
38 1.34±0.02 24.4±1.0
39 0.90±0.01 19.4±0.7
40 0.73±0.01 20.6±0.9

average: 23±2 threshold 
100 - 120 eV

optical cal

optical fiber
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Abstract:
• Status of a prototype dark matter detector being developed at Caltech
• Designed for use with crystalline target mass
• Utilizes highly-multiplexable kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) as phonon sensing pixels
• First-pass single-KID resolution measurement of !". $ eV for in-KID quasiparticle energy

Progress on a KID-Based Phonon-Mediated
Dark Matter Detector

Taylor Aralis, Yen-Yun Chang, Sunil Golwala,
Bruce Bumble, Ritoban Basu Thakur, and Osmond Wen

Contact: taralis@caltech.edu

Taylor Aralis
Presenter

Yen-Yung
Chang

Sunil
Golwala

Motivation
• Using astronomical observations, it can be shown that 85% of matter is dark (non-interacting with EM)
• Direct detection experiments seek to observe dark matter passing through local target masses
• For some targets, dark matter interaction would produce propagating athermal phonons
• Athermal phonons can be observed using detectors such as KIDs
• Direct detection experiments want to maximize search time, mass, and sensitivity while minimizing 

background events
• Backgrounds which cannot be avoided at runtime should be removed during analysis
• Background removal is aided by additional event information, such as the location of the initial 

interaction
• Also of interest is the search for sub-GeV dark matter, where low thresholds (< 1 eV) are required

Design
• 80 MKIDs coupled to 1 coplanar waveguide feedline
• KIDs are aluminum
• Δ() ≈ 0.2 meV

• Feedline is niobium
• Δ-. ≈ 1.5 meV
• Want phonon energy to be absorbed by KIDs, not feedline
• < 1% of phonons are above 2Δ12 (for NTL phonons) [1] 

• 3.0 456 ≤ 89 ≤ 3.5 456

• For CASPER ROACH readout (potential large-scale deployment)
• Overcoupled KIDs
• :; ≪ :=
• :9 ≪ :=
• Need bandwidth > 30 kHz to preserve phonon rise time

• High-resistivity silicon substrate
• 75 mm diameter
• 1 mm thick

Readout
• Flexible GPU and SDR-based readout
• Software developed by Lorenzo Minutolo of Caltech/JPL
• See Lorenzo’s poster (139-49 Session A)

• Uses a server GPU to interface with an Ettus Research SDR
• Low-noise cryogenic HEMT amplifier
• ~ 2.5 K noise temperature

• Plan to precede LNA with parametric amplifier currently being developed between Caltech/JPL
• See Peter Day’s poster (156-306 Session B)
• Quantum-limited performance would give ?-~150 mK at 3 GHz

Device Under Test
• Cooled to ~50 mK in DR
• Can fit 74/80 KID resonances from our current device
• 31 have good fits to Mattis-Bardeen theory
• Describes resonance change with temperature
• Gives kinetic inductance fraction (A) and band gap (Δ)

Energy Resolution
• Readout is designed to be cryogenic-amplifier-noise limited
• TLS noise is subdominant due to large resonator size, high power-handling capacity, and expected 

signal timescale (~1 Bs arrival and < ~1 ms fall)
• G-R noise is subdominant due to a lack of continuous quasiparticle creation mechanisms

• Expect dissipation change to dominate signal
• Measured using a new in-array self-calibration technique
• See Yen-Yung Chang’s poster (94-407 Session B)

• Found energy resolution σ~12.6 eV for a single KID on our detector
• Resolution on absorbed quasiparticle energy within that KID

• For an array of E9 KIDs, the resolution would degrade by E9/GHI
• Energy splits among E9 KIDs
• GHI is a phonon-to-quasiparticle efficiency factor

• The measured KID has JKH~23 µs
• This is low for aluminum
• We believe black-body leakage may be the issue

• Can be improved with well designed shielding

Conclusion and Future
• Have taken first device energy resolution measurement for large-array detector type
• Suitable for 10s-100s kg target mass
• Found a single-KID quasiparticle energy resolution of 12.6 eV

• Plan to:
• Repeat measurement in multiple KIDs and compare
• Check absolute calibration on energy deposited in substrate using radioactive spectral line
• Install lower noise parametric amplifier
• Improve fridge black-body shielding to enhance JKH

• 100 Bs is typical for aluminum
• Also, beginning development of a design optimized for threshold rather than background rejection
• Single KID on a smaller substrate to avoid energy splitting
• Use niobium KIDs for self-calibration technique

aluminum

niobium

External Backgrounds
External Backgrounds

External Backgrounds
External Backgrounds

DM
DM

DM
DM

DM
DM

DM

DM

DM

DM

DM

DM

For direct detection experiments, it is useful to 
remove near-surface events. They are more likely to 
be weakly penetrating backgrounds. Dark matter will 
have a much longer mean free path.

Multiplexability
• Position reconstruction of a phonon-

producing event requires a high detector 
density

• KIDs are highly multiplexable with simple 
cryogenic readout

• Fabricate many high-Q KIDs with varying 
resonant frequencies on one substrate

• Read them all using one feedline and a 
cryogenic amplifier

Symmetric 
Inductor Interdigitated 

Capacitor

This work was supported by the DOE HEP Cosmic Frontier and Detector R&D programs and by fellowships from the Rose Hills Foundation, the Taiwanese National Science Foundation, and the NASA Space Technology 
Research Fellowship program. The devices were fabricated at the JPL Microdevices Laboratory, which is partially supported by internal JPL funding.
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• Status of a prototype dark matter detector being developed at Caltech
• Designed for use with crystalline target mass
• Utilizes highly-multiplexable kinetic inductance detectors (KIDs) as phonon sensing pixels
• First-pass single-KID resolution measurement of !". $ eV for in-KID quasiparticle energy
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Motivation
• Using astronomical observations, it can be shown that 85% of matter is dark (non-interacting with EM)
• Direct detection experiments seek to observe dark matter passing through local target masses
• For some targets, dark matter interaction would produce propagating athermal phonons
• Athermal phonons can be observed using detectors such as KIDs
• Direct detection experiments want to maximize search time, mass, and sensitivity while minimizing 

background events
• Backgrounds which cannot be avoided at runtime should be removed during analysis
• Background removal is aided by additional event information, such as the location of the initial 

interaction
• Also of interest is the search for sub-GeV dark matter, where low thresholds (< 1 eV) are required

Design
• 80 MKIDs coupled to 1 coplanar waveguide feedline

• KIDs are aluminum
• Δ() ≈ 0.2 meV

• Feedline is niobium
• Δ-. ≈ 1.5 meV
• Want phonon energy to be absorbed by KIDs, not feedline
• < 1% of phonons are above 2Δ12 (for NTL phonons) [1] 

• 3.0 456 ≤ 89 ≤ 3.5 456

• For CASPER ROACH readout (potential large-scale deployment)
• Overcoupled KIDs
• :; ≪ :=
• :9 ≪ :=
• Need bandwidth > 30 kHz to preserve phonon rise time

• High-resistivity silicon substrate
• 75 mm diameter
• 1 mm thick

Readout
• Flexible GPU and SDR-based readout

• Software developed by Lorenzo Minutolo of Caltech/JPL
• See Lorenzo’s poster (139-49 Session A)

• Uses a server GPU to interface with an Ettus Research SDR
• Low-noise cryogenic HEMT amplifier

• ~ 2.5 K noise temperature
• Plan to precede LNA with parametric amplifier currently being developed between Caltech/JPL

• See Peter Day’s poster (156-306 Session B)
• Quantum-limited performance would give ?-~150 mK at 3 GHz

Device Under Test
• Cooled to ~50 mK in DR
• Can fit 74/80 KID resonances from our current device
• 31 have good fits to Mattis-Bardeen theory

• Describes resonance change with temperature
• Gives kinetic inductance fraction (A) and band gap (Δ)

Energy Resolution
• Readout is designed to be cryogenic-amplifier-noise limited

• TLS noise is subdominant due to large resonator size, high power-handling capacity, and expected 
signal timescale (~1 Bs arrival and < ~1 ms fall)

• G-R noise is subdominant due to a lack of continuous quasiparticle creation mechanisms
• Expect dissipation change to dominate signal
• Measured using a new in-array self-calibration technique

• See Yen-Yung Chang’s poster (94-407 Session B)
• Found energy resolution σ~12.6 eV for a single KID on our detector

• Resolution on absorbed quasiparticle energy within that KID

• For an array of E9 KIDs, the resolution would degrade by E9/GHI
• Energy splits among E9 KIDs
• GHI is a phonon-to-quasiparticle efficiency factor

• The measured KID has JKH~23 µs
• This is low for aluminum
• We believe black-body leakage may be the issue

• Can be improved with well designed shielding

Conclusion and Future
• Have taken first device energy resolution measurement for large-array detector type

• Suitable for 10s-100s kg target mass
• Found a single-KID quasiparticle energy resolution of 12.6 eV

• Plan to:
• Repeat measurement in multiple KIDs and compare
• Check absolute calibration on energy deposited in substrate using radioactive spectral line
• Install lower noise parametric amplifier
• Improve fridge black-body shielding to enhance JKH

• 100 Bs is typical for aluminum
• Also, beginning development of a design optimized for threshold rather than background rejection

• Single KID on a smaller substrate to avoid energy splitting
• Use niobium KIDs for self-calibration technique
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For direct detection experiments, it is useful to 
remove near-surface events. They are more likely to 
be weakly penetrating backgrounds. Dark matter will 
have a much longer mean free path.

Multiplexability
• Position reconstruction of a phonon-

producing event requires a high detector 
density
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• Fabricate many high-Q KIDs with varying 
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• Read them all using one feedline and a 
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@Caltech - high sensitivity, w/o dicing
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@Grenoble: WiFi KIDs
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WiFi KIDs - results
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Nuclear recoil detector with:

✓ 0.6 kg (Si) / 1.3 kg (Ge) target

✓ 200 ÷ 50 eV threshold

✓ scalable

Neutrino scattering 
experiment
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FIG. 1. (a) Circuit for a parallel LC-oscillator (quantum har-
monic oscillator, QHO), with inductance L in parallel with
capacitance, C. The superconducting phase on the island is
denoted „, referencing ground as zero. (b) Energy potential
for the QHO, where energy levels are equidistantly spaced
~Êr apart. (c) Josephson qubit circuit, where the nonlinear
inductance LJ (represented with the Josephson-subcircuit in
the dashed orange box) is shunted by a capacitance, Cs. (d)
The Josephson inductance reshapes the quadratic energy po-
tential (dashed red) into sinusoidal (solid blue), which yields
non-equidistant energy levels. This allows us to isolate the
two lowest energy levels |0Í and |1Í, forming a computational
subspace with an energy separation ~Ê01, which is di�erent
than ~Ê12.

poses a practical limitation†.
To mitigate the problem of unwanted dynamics in-

volving non-computational states, we need to add anhar-
monicity (or nonlinearity) into our system. In short, we
require the transition frequencies Ê0æ1

q and Ê1æ2
q be su�-

ciently di�erent to be individually adressable. In general,
the larger the anharmonicity the better. In practise, the
amount of anharmonicity sets a limit on how short the
pulses used to drive the qubit can be. This is discussed
in detail in Sec. IV D 3.

To introduce the nonlinearity required to modify the
harmonic potential, we use the Josephson junction – a
nonlinear, dissipationless circuit element that forms the
backbone in superconducting circuits46,47. By replacing
the linear inductor of the QHO with a Josephson junc-
tion, playing the role of a nonlinear inductor, we can
modify the functional form of the potential energy. The
potential energy of the Josephson junction can be derived
from Eq. (3) and the two Josephson relations

†Even though linear resonant systems cannot be addressed properly,
their long coherence times have proven them useful as quantum ac-
cess memories for storing quantum information, where a nonlinear
ancilla system is used as a quantum controller for feeding and ex-
tracting excitations to/from the resonant cavity modes45.

I = Ic sin(„), V = ~
2e

d„

dt
, (15)

resulting in a modified Hamiltonian

H = 4ECn2
≠ EJ cos(„), (16)

where EC = e2/(2C�), C� = Cs + CJ is the total ca-
pacitance, including both shunt capacitance Cs and the
self-capacitance of the junction CJ , and EJ = Ic�0/2fi is
the Josephson energy, with Ic being the critical current
of the junction‡. After introducing the Josephson junc-
tion in the circuit, the potential energy no longer takes
a manifestly parabolic form (from which the harmonic
spectrum originates), but rather features a cosinusoidal
form, see the second term in Eq. (16), which makes the
energy spectrum non-degenerate. Therefore, the Joseph-
son junction is the key ingredient that makes the oscilla-
tor anharmonic and thus allows us to identify a uniquely
addressable quantum two-level system, see Fig. 1(d).

Once the nonlinearity has been added, the system dy-
namics is governed by the dominant energy in Eq. (16),
reflected in the EJ/EC ratio. Over time, the super-
conducting qubit community has converged towards cir-
cuit designs with EJ ∫ EC . In the opposite case when
EJ Æ EC , the qubit becomes highly sensitive to charge
noise, which has proven more challenging to mitigate
than flux noise, making it very hard to achieve high co-
herence. Another motivation is that current technologies
allow for more flexibility in engineering the inductive (or
potential) part of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, working
in the EJ Æ EC limit, makes the system more sensitive
to the change in the potential Hamiltonian. Therefore,
we will focus here on the state-of-the-art qubit modalities
that fall in the regime EJ ∫ EC . For readers who are
interested in the physics in the EJ Æ EC regime, such
as the earlier Cooper-pair box charge qubit, we refer to
Refs. 48–51.

To access the EJ ∫ EC regime, one preferred approach
is to make the charging EC small by shunting the junction
with a large capacitor, Cs ∫ CJ , e�ectively making the
qubit less sensitive to charge noise – a circuit commonly
known as the transmon qubit52. In this limit, the super-
conducting phase „ is a good quantum number, i.e. the
spread (or quantum fluctuation) of „ values represented
by the quantum wavefunction is small. The low-energy
eigenstates are therefore, to a good approximation, local-
ized states in the potential well, see Fig. 1(d). We may
gain more insight by expanding the potential term of Eq.
(16) into a power series (since „ is small), that is

‡The critical current is the maximum supercurrent that the junction
can support before it switches to the resistive state with non-zero
voltage.

Quantum  
harmonic oscillator

Josephson 
qubit 

even energy levels
uneven energy levels:

isolates the 0-1 levels 

to create a “bit”

Josephson junction

acting as non-linear inductor

hν (1 GHz)  = 4 µeV
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Axion Dark Matter
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What is the Dark Matter made of?

• primordial black holes?

• μeV/c2 - eV/c2 axion-like waves?

• MeV/c2 - TeV/c2 WIMP-like particles?

Axions motivated by the strong CP problem
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B0

accumulation cavity (ADMX)

or dielectric booster (MADMAX) 

receiver 
S
N

=
Pγ

kBTN

tscan
Δf State of the art of receivers (@ 10 GHz)

HEMT

Twork = LHe

TN ~ 5 K

x Parametric amplifier

Twork = 4He-3He 

TN = hν ~ 0.5 K

quantum limited
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Frontier of receivers: quantum sensing
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hν (1 GHz)  = 4 µeV
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FIG.1.Superconductingtransmonqubitdispersively

coupledtohighQstoragecavity.a,Schematicofpho-
toncountingdeviceconsistingofstorageandreadoutcavities
bridgedbyatransmonqubit[28].Theinteractionbetween
thedarkmatterandelectromagneticfieldresultsinaphoton
beingdepositedinthestoragecavity.b,Qubitspectroscopy
revealsthatthestoragecavitypopulationisimprintedasa
shiftofthequbittransitionfrequency.Thephotonnumber
dependentshiftis2�perphoton.

photons[22].Here,wedevelopadetectorthatissensitive
inthemicrowaveregimeandhasalowdarkcountproba-
bilitycommensuratewiththesmallsignalratesexpected
inadarkmatterexperiment.

Qubitbasedphotoncounter

Inordertoconstructasinglephotoncounter,we
employquantumnon-demolition(QND)techniquespi-
oneeredinatomicphysics[23,24].Tocountphotons,we
utilizetheinteractionbetweenasuperconductingtrans-
monqubit[25,26]andthefieldinamicrowavecavity,
asdescribedbytheJaynes-CummingsHamiltonian[27]
inthedispersivelimit(qubit-cavitycoupling⌧qubit,
cavitydetuning):H/h̄=!ca†a+1

2
!q�z+2�a†a1

2
�z.

TheHamiltoniancanberecasttoelucidateakeyfea-
ture:aphotonnumberdependentfrequencyshift(2�)
ofthequbittransition(Fig.1(b)).

H/h̄=!ca
†a+

1

2
(!q+2�a†a)�z(1)

WeuseaninterferometricRamseymeasurementofthe
qubitfrequencytoinferthecavitystate[29].Errorsin
themeasurementoccurduetoqubitdecay,dephasing,
heating,cavitydecay,andreadoutinfidelity,introduc-
ingine�cienciesorworse,falsepositivedetections.For
contemporarytransmonqubits,theseerrorsoccurwith
muchgreaterprobability(1-10%)thantheappearance
ofadarkmatterinducedphoton,resultinginameasure-
mentthatislimitedbydetectorerrors.Thequbit-cavity
interaction(2�a†a1

2
�z)iscomposedsolelyofnumberop-

eratorsandcommuteswiththebareHamiltonianofthe
cavity(!ca†a)andqubit(1

2
!q�z).Thus,thecavitystate

collapsestoaFockstate(|0ior|1iinthen̄⌧1limit)
uponmeasurement,ratherthanbeingabsorbedandde-
stroyed[30–33].Repeatedmeasurementsofthecavity
photonnumbermadeviathisQNDoperatorenableus
todeviseacountingprotocol,showninFig.2(a),insen-
sitivetoerrorsinanyindividualmeasurement[34–36].

Thisprovidesexponentialrejectionoffalsepositiveswith
onlyalinearcostinmeasurementtime.

Inthiswork,weuseadevicecomposedofahighqual-
ityfactor(Qs=2.06⇥107)3Dcavity[37,38]usedto
accumulateandstorethesignalinducedbythedarkmat-
ter(storage,!s=2⇡⇥6.011GHz),asuperconducting
transmonqubit(!q=2⇡⇥4.749GHz),anda3Dcavity
stronglycoupledtoatransmissionline(Qr=1.5⇥104)
usedtoquicklyreadoutthestateofqubit(readout,
!r=2⇡⇥8.052GHz)(Fig.1(a)).Wemountthede-
vicetothebasestageofadilutionrefrigeratorat8mK.

Tocountphotons,werepeatedlymapthecavitypop-
ulationontothequbitstatebyperformingacavitynum-
berparitymeasurementwithRamseyinterferometry,as
depictedinFig.2(a).Weplacethequbit,initializedei-
therin|gior|ei,inasuperpositionstate1p

2
(|gi±|ei)

witha⇡/2pulse.Thequbitstateprecessesatarateof
|2�|=2⇡⇥1.13MHzwhenthereisonephotoninthe
storagecavityduetothephotondependentqubitfre-
quencyshift.Waitingforatimetp=⇡/|2�|resultsin
thequbitstateaccumulatinga⇡phaseifthereisone
photoninthecavity.Weprojectthequbitbackontothe
z-axiswitha�⇡/2pulsecompletingthemappingofthe
storagecavityphotonnumberontothequbitstate.We
thendeterminethequbitstateusingitsstandarddisper-
sivecouplingtothereadoutresonator.Forweakcavity
displacements(̄n⌧1),thisprotocolfunctionsasaqubit
⇡pulseconditionedonthepresenceofasinglecavity
photon[29].Iftherearezerophotonsinthecavity,the
qubitremainsinitsinitialstate.Ifthereisonephoton
inthecavity,thequbitstateisflipped(|gi$|ei).More
generally,thisprotocolissensitivetoanycavitystate
withoddphotonnumberpopulation.

HiddenMarkovmodelanalysis

Inordertoaccountforallpossibleerrormechanisms
duringthemeasurementprotocol,wemodeltheevolu-
tionofthecavity,qubit,andreadoutasahiddenMarkov
processwherethecavityandqubitstatesarehiddenvari-
ablesthatemitasareadoutsignal(seeFig.2(b)).The
Markovchainischaracterizedbythetransitionmatrix
(T)(Eqn.2)thatgovernshowthejointcavity,qubit
hiddenstates2[|0gi,|0ei,|1gi,|1ei]evolve,andthe
emissionmatrix(E)(Eqn.3)whichdeterminestheprob-
abilityofareadoutsignalR2[G,E]givenapossiblehid-
denstate.

Thetransitionmatrixcapturesthepossiblequbit(cav-
ity)statechanges.Qubit(cavity)relaxation|ei!|gi
(|1i!|0i)occurswithaprobabilityP#

eg=1�e�tm/Tq
1

(P10=1�e�tm/Ts
1).Theprobabilityofspontaneous

heating|gi!|ei(|0i!|1i)ofthequbit(cavity)to-
wardsitssteadystatepopulationisgivenbyP"

ge=

n̄q[1�e�tm/Tq
1](P01=n̄c[1�e�tm/Ts

1]).n̄cissetto
zerointhemodelinordertopenalizeeventsinwhicha
photonappearsinthecavityafterthemeasurementse-
quencehasbegun.Thismakesthedetectorinsensitive
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FIG. 1. Superconducting transmon qubit dispersively

coupled to high Q storage cavity. a, Schematic of pho-
ton counting device consisting of storage and readout cavities
bridged by a transmon qubit [28]. The interaction between
the dark matter and electromagnetic field results in a photon
being deposited in the storage cavity. b, Qubit spectroscopy
reveals that the storage cavity population is imprinted as a
shift of the qubit transition frequency. The photon number
dependent shift is 2� per photon.

photons [22]. Here, we develop a detector that is sensitive
in the microwave regime and has a low dark count proba-
bility commensurate with the small signal rates expected
in a dark matter experiment.

Qubit based photon counter

In order to construct a single photon counter, we
employ quantum non-demolition (QND) techniques pi-
oneered in atomic physics [23, 24]. To count photons, we
utilize the interaction between a superconducting trans-
mon qubit [25, 26] and the field in a microwave cavity,
as described by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian [27]
in the dispersive limit (qubit-cavity coupling ⌧ qubit,
cavity detuning): H/h̄ = !ca†a + 1

2
!q�z + 2�a†a 1

2
�z.

The Hamiltonian can be recast to elucidate a key fea-
ture: a photon number dependent frequency shift (2�)
of the qubit transition (Fig. 1(b)).

H/h̄ = !ca
†a+

1

2
(!q + 2�a†a)�z (1)

We use an interferometric Ramsey measurement of the
qubit frequency to infer the cavity state [29]. Errors in
the measurement occur due to qubit decay, dephasing,
heating, cavity decay, and readout infidelity, introduc-
ing ine�ciencies or worse, false positive detections. For
contemporary transmon qubits, these errors occur with
much greater probability (1-10%) than the appearance
of a dark matter induced photon, resulting in a measure-
ment that is limited by detector errors. The qubit-cavity
interaction (2�a†a 1

2
�z) is composed solely of number op-

erators and commutes with the bare Hamiltonian of the
cavity (!ca†a) and qubit ( 1

2
!q�z). Thus, the cavity state

collapses to a Fock state (|0i or |1i in the n̄ ⌧ 1 limit)
upon measurement, rather than being absorbed and de-
stroyed [30–33]. Repeated measurements of the cavity
photon number made via this QND operator enable us
to devise a counting protocol, shown in Fig. 2(a), insen-
sitive to errors in any individual measurement [34–36].

This provides exponential rejection of false positives with
only a linear cost in measurement time.
In this work, we use a device composed of a high qual-

ity factor (Qs = 2.06 ⇥ 107) 3D cavity [37, 38] used to
accumulate and store the signal induced by the dark mat-
ter (storage, !s = 2⇡ ⇥ 6.011GHz), a superconducting
transmon qubit (!q = 2⇡ ⇥ 4.749GHz), and a 3D cavity
strongly coupled to a transmission line (Qr = 1.5⇥ 104)
used to quickly read out the state of qubit (readout,
!r = 2⇡ ⇥ 8.052GHz) (Fig. 1(a)). We mount the de-
vice to the base stage of a dilution refrigerator at 8mK.
To count photons, we repeatedly map the cavity pop-

ulation onto the qubit state by performing a cavity num-
ber parity measurement with Ramsey interferometry, as
depicted in Fig. 2(a). We place the qubit, initialized ei-
ther in |gi or |ei, in a superposition state 1p

2
(|gi ± |ei)

with a ⇡/2 pulse. The qubit state precesses at a rate of
|2�| = 2⇡ ⇥ 1.13MHz when there is one photon in the
storage cavity due to the photon dependent qubit fre-
quency shift. Waiting for a time tp = ⇡/|2�| results in
the qubit state accumulating a ⇡ phase if there is one
photon in the cavity. We project the qubit back onto the
z-axis with a �⇡/2 pulse completing the mapping of the
storage cavity photon number onto the qubit state. We
then determine the qubit state using its standard disper-
sive coupling to the readout resonator. For weak cavity
displacements (n̄ ⌧ 1), this protocol functions as a qubit
⇡ pulse conditioned on the presence of a single cavity
photon [29]. If there are zero photons in the cavity, the
qubit remains in its initial state. If there is one photon
in the cavity, the qubit state is flipped (|gi $ |ei). More
generally, this protocol is sensitive to any cavity state
with odd photon number population.

Hidden Markov model analysis

In order to account for all possible error mechanisms
during the measurement protocol, we model the evolu-
tion of the cavity, qubit, and readout as a hidden Markov
process where the cavity and qubit states are hidden vari-
ables that emit as a readout signal (see Fig. 2(b)). The
Markov chain is characterized by the transition matrix
(T) (Eqn. 2) that governs how the joint cavity, qubit
hidden state s 2 [|0gi , |0ei , |1gi , |1ei] evolve, and the
emission matrix (E) (Eqn. 3) which determines the prob-
ability of a readout signal R 2 [G,E ] given a possible hid-
den state.
The transition matrix captures the possible qubit (cav-

ity) state changes. Qubit (cavity) relaxation |ei ! |gi
(|1i ! |0i) occurs with a probability P #

eg = 1 � e�tm/T q
1

(P10 = 1 � e�tm/T s
1 ). The probability of spontaneous

heating |gi ! |ei (|0i ! |1i) of the qubit (cavity) to-
wards its steady state population is given by P "

ge =

n̄q[1 � e�tm/T q
1 ] (P01 = n̄c[1 � e�tm/T s

1 ]). n̄c is set to
zero in the model in order to penalize events in which a
photon appears in the cavity after the measurement se-
quence has begun. This makes the detector insensitive

2
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A. V. Dixit, et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 126, 141302 
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Radioactivity interactions:
→ Cooper pair breaking → dissipation 
→ Q lowering→ Limits coherence time

Quantum technologies based on solid-state devices are
attracting a growing interest in both academic and
industrial research communities, because they offer the

tantalizing prospect of engineering quantum mechanical effects
by using superconducting and semiconducting building blocks
reminiscent of classical integrated circuits1–3. Although a
daunting technological challenge, macroscopic components, such
as capacitors, inductors, and Josephson junctions can be inter-
connected and assembled in complex quantum circuits, as
recently proven by the operation of processors consisting of tens
of quantum bits (qubits)4–7. While these pioneering imple-
mentations showcase the advantages of solid-state platforms, one
of their main challenges for future development, increasing
quantum coherence, stems from the difficulty in decoupling from
various noisy environments2; be that dielectric defects, magnetic
moments, trapped charges and vortices, spurious electromagnetic
modes, or excess quasiparticles (QPs).

QPs, which can be viewed as broken Cooper pairs, degrade the
performance of superconducting circuits in two ways8: their
presence introduces dissipation, and fluctuations in their num-
bers give rise to noise. Although QPs are particularly damaging in
circuits employing the high kinetic inductance of Cooper
pairs9–11, often constituting the dominant source of decoherence,
we will argue below that QPs can be an indicator of a more
generally damaging pair-breaking mechanism for solid-state
hardware, namely radioactivity.

High-energy particles are a routinely observed source of noise
in low-temperature circuits, such as microcalorimeters12,13,
bolometers14, and MKIDs15. In particular, the latter ref. reports

time-correlated glitches in the resonant frequency of an array of
several hundreds same-chip resonators. Moreover, ref. 16 has also
provided a clear evidence that radioactivity induces errors cor-
related both in space and time in qubits, undermining many
algorithms for quantum error correction17, and ref. 18 has
recently shown that the coherence limit imposed by ionizing
radiation for transmon type qubits is in the millisecond range,
only one order of magnitude above the state-of-the-art. As
dielectric losses are steadily decreased19,20, further improving the
coherence of solid-state devices will soon hinge on the reduction
of QPs, and more generally on ionizing radiation abatement.
In thermal equilibrium, at typical operational temperatures
of 20–50 mK, QPs should be an extremely rare occurrence
in commonly used materials such as Al and Nb, with critical
temperatures well >1 K: e.g., one would need to wait a time
comparable to the age of the universe to observe a single thermal
QP in a 10 μm3 volume of Al at 100 mK. However, the detri-
mental effects of nonequilibrium QPs are routinely observed in a
variety of devices9,21–32, including the microwave resonators used
in this work (cf. Fig. 1). The multifarious QP sources include stray
infrared radiation24,32, high-power microwave drive33, and pair-
breaking phonons in the device substrate34,35, resulting from
environmental or cosmic radioactivity. The latter is potentially
damaging for any solid-state quantum hardware, not only
superconducting, as it can give rise to correlated energy bursts in
devices on the same chip. In the case of superconducting reso-
nators, for instance, phonons generated by particle impacts in the
device substrate produce correlated QP spikes orders of magni-
tude above the baseline36,37, visible as abrupt frequency drops

Fig. 1 Quasiparticle bursts and deposited energy in grAl resonators. a False-colored photograph of the central part of the sapphire chip, supporting three
20 nm thick grAl resonators, labeled A, B, and C. b Overlay of ten measured time traces for the resonant frequency shift δf0 of resonator A. Similarly to
refs. 10,21,36, quasiparticle (QP) bursts appear as sudden drops, given by the sharp rise in kinetic inductance, followed by a relaxation tail. The y-axis on the
right-hand side shows the corresponding fractional quasiparticle density shift δxQP=−4δf0/f0. We identify a QP burst by applying a derivative filter,
triggering only on sharp rises in the baseline. For clarity, the shown traces are selected to contain a QP burst; on average, only one trace in ten contains a
QP burst. To highlight the fact that QP bursts are correlated in time, in c, we plot the measured frequency shifts of resonator B (upward triangles) and C
(downward triangles) versus the frequency shift of resonator A. Colored markers correspond to values above threshold, with the threshold defined as two
standard deviations of the baseline fluctuations (cf. Supplementary Information). Therefore, each colored marker depicts a time-correlated QP burst
between resonators A–B (orange) and A–C (green). d Estimated distribution of the energy absorbed in the resonators δE= δxQPΔgrAlnCPV, calculated from
the measured δxQP shown in the inset, where ΔgrAl≃ 300 μeV is the grAl superconducting gap, and nCP= 4 × 106 μm−3 is the volume density of Cooper
pairs, and V is the volume of each resonator. For each burst, the energy deposited in the substrate is estimated to be 103–104 times greater than δE
(cf. Supplementary Information). The total QP burst rate ΓB is obtained by counting all bursts above the common threshold δxQP= 5 × 10−5.
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We measured an average QP burst rate of 2.6 mHz, pointing to
a small residual contribution due to contamination of the dilution
refrigerator, and of the materials of the sample holder and
assembly. The cleaning protocols and the cryostat shielding could
be largely improved; nevertheless, we observed a reduction in the
burst rate by a factor 30.

We performed two additional measurements by first removing
the bricks, and then exposing the cryostat to a 232Th source in the
form of ThO2. Removing the lead shielding increases the burst
rate by a factor two, and adding the ThO2 source increases the
rate beyond above ground levels, confirming the radioactive
origin of the bursts. The internal quality factors (cf. Fig. 3, bot-
tom) are anticorrelated with the burst rates between above and
underground measurements, achieving up to a fourfold increase
in the G setup. The measurement of single photon quality factors
consists of averaging multiple frequency domain traces over a
time span of tens of minutes, during which the resonator is
averaging over QP-induced losses.

To confirm that such improvement in the internal quality factor
was not due to the chip ageing, or to the electronics or magnetic
shielding used in the G site, we moved the “cleaned” assembly
with the entire readout and magnetic shield to the above ground
cryostat in R. As expected, we observed an increase in the burst
rate and a corresponding worsening in the quality factor. We also
investigated if using vacuum grease instead of silver paste to attach
the chip to the copper holder could affect the thermalization of the
substrate and thus the quality factor. We replaced the vacuum
grease with silver paste and repeated the measurements obtaining
consistent results; a small excess in the burst rate was observed,
probably related to contamination in the silver paste.

Notice that the burst rate is not simply a proxy for the quality
factor, as indicated by the fact that the quality factor in the G
setup only decreased by ~20% when the QP burst rate was
increased by two orders of magnitude by using the ThO2 source.
This is not surprising, given the fact that the ThO2 source alone is
not a good proxy for the radioactive contributions that we would
expect above ground, where we have to account for muons,
releasing an average energy seven to eight times larger than the
average energy released by the ThO2 source, and for neutrons.
Therefore, a survey of various sources is needed in order to
quantitatively understand the QP generation, and the influence
on the quality factors of superconducting devices. We would like
to mention that, during the editing stages of our work, in ref. 45

Fig. 3 Effect of ionizing radiation shielding on resonator performance.
a Quasiparticle burst rate ΓB and b internal quality factor at single photon
drive Qi for all resonators and setups. When the sample is cleaned and tested
in the R setup, the measured ΓB and Qi values are comparable to those
obtained in K. Measurements in the G setup show a reduction in QP burst
rate ΓB (factor 30) and dissipation (up to a factor 4). In G, removing the lead
shielding increases ΓB by a factor two. Adding a ThO2 radioactive source next
to the cryostat body yields a ΓB greater than the one measured above
ground, and decreases the internal quality factor Qi by 18 ± 3%. Error bars areffiffiffiffi
N

p
for ΓB (Poissonian error) and standard deviations of all data points in the

!n ¼ 0:1"10 range for Qi when available, and are not shown when smaller
than the marker size. The chronological order of measurements in the three
different setups is indicated by the dotted gray arrows.

Fig. 2 Three different setups with various degrees of shielding against ionizing radiation. Schematic half-sections of the setups, in Karlsruhe, Rome, and
Gran Sasso, denoted K, R, and G, respectively. The measurement dates for each setup are indicated in the top labels. The sapphire chip is glued to a copper
waveguide using either silver paste (K and R, magenta) or vacuum grease (G and R, blue). A circulator routes the attenuated input signal to the sample
holder, and the reflected output signal to an isolator and an amplification chain (cf. Supplementary Information). In the R and G setups, the waveguide is
etched with citric acid to remove possibly radioactive contaminants. The G setup, located under 1.4 km of granite (3.6 km water equivalent) is operated in
three configurations. First, the cryostat is surrounded by a 10 cm thick wall of lead bricks. Two days later, the bricks were removed. Finally, we added a
ThO2 radioactive source next to the cryostat body (cf. red arrow).
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We measured an average QP burst rate of 2.6 mHz, pointing to
a small residual contribution due to contamination of the dilution
refrigerator, and of the materials of the sample holder and
assembly. The cleaning protocols and the cryostat shielding could
be largely improved; nevertheless, we observed a reduction in the
burst rate by a factor 30.

We performed two additional measurements by first removing
the bricks, and then exposing the cryostat to a 232Th source in the
form of ThO2. Removing the lead shielding increases the burst
rate by a factor two, and adding the ThO2 source increases the
rate beyond above ground levels, confirming the radioactive
origin of the bursts. The internal quality factors (cf. Fig. 3, bot-
tom) are anticorrelated with the burst rates between above and
underground measurements, achieving up to a fourfold increase
in the G setup. The measurement of single photon quality factors
consists of averaging multiple frequency domain traces over a
time span of tens of minutes, during which the resonator is
averaging over QP-induced losses.

To confirm that such improvement in the internal quality factor
was not due to the chip ageing, or to the electronics or magnetic
shielding used in the G site, we moved the “cleaned” assembly
with the entire readout and magnetic shield to the above ground
cryostat in R. As expected, we observed an increase in the burst
rate and a corresponding worsening in the quality factor. We also
investigated if using vacuum grease instead of silver paste to attach
the chip to the copper holder could affect the thermalization of the
substrate and thus the quality factor. We replaced the vacuum
grease with silver paste and repeated the measurements obtaining
consistent results; a small excess in the burst rate was observed,
probably related to contamination in the silver paste.

Notice that the burst rate is not simply a proxy for the quality
factor, as indicated by the fact that the quality factor in the G
setup only decreased by ~20% when the QP burst rate was
increased by two orders of magnitude by using the ThO2 source.
This is not surprising, given the fact that the ThO2 source alone is
not a good proxy for the radioactive contributions that we would
expect above ground, where we have to account for muons,
releasing an average energy seven to eight times larger than the
average energy released by the ThO2 source, and for neutrons.
Therefore, a survey of various sources is needed in order to
quantitatively understand the QP generation, and the influence
on the quality factors of superconducting devices. We would like
to mention that, during the editing stages of our work, in ref. 45

Fig. 3 Effect of ionizing radiation shielding on resonator performance.
a Quasiparticle burst rate ΓB and b internal quality factor at single photon
drive Qi for all resonators and setups. When the sample is cleaned and tested
in the R setup, the measured ΓB and Qi values are comparable to those
obtained in K. Measurements in the G setup show a reduction in QP burst
rate ΓB (factor 30) and dissipation (up to a factor 4). In G, removing the lead
shielding increases ΓB by a factor two. Adding a ThO2 radioactive source next
to the cryostat body yields a ΓB greater than the one measured above
ground, and decreases the internal quality factor Qi by 18 ± 3%. Error bars areffiffiffiffi
N

p
for ΓB (Poissonian error) and standard deviations of all data points in the

!n ¼ 0:1"10 range for Qi when available, and are not shown when smaller
than the marker size. The chronological order of measurements in the three
different setups is indicated by the dotted gray arrows.

Fig. 2 Three different setups with various degrees of shielding against ionizing radiation. Schematic half-sections of the setups, in Karlsruhe, Rome, and
Gran Sasso, denoted K, R, and G, respectively. The measurement dates for each setup are indicated in the top labels. The sapphire chip is glued to a copper
waveguide using either silver paste (K and R, magenta) or vacuum grease (G and R, blue). A circulator routes the attenuated input signal to the sample
holder, and the reflected output signal to an isolator and an amplification chain (cf. Supplementary Information). In the R and G setups, the waveguide is
etched with citric acid to remove possibly radioactive contaminants. The G setup, located under 1.4 km of granite (3.6 km water equivalent) is operated in
three configurations. First, the cryostat is surrounded by a 10 cm thick wall of lead bricks. Two days later, the bricks were removed. Finally, we added a
ThO2 radioactive source next to the cryostat body (cf. red arrow).
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